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IMPORTANT NOTICES
Notice Of 2022 Annual General
Meeting & Club Membership Cards
The Annual General Meeting of the VHRR will be
held on Tuesday August 23 2022 at 8pm at the
MGCC clubrooms at Unit 53/41-49 Norcal Road
Nunawading. Many thanks to the MGCC for
offering us this venue.
Nominations are called for the Executive
positions of President, Vice President, Treasurer
and Secretary and eight positions on the
General Committee. Nominations forms will be
posted out to all members shortly.
Please consider putting your name forward.
This mail out will also contain your current
2022-23 club membership card. Remember, no
payment is required this year if you renewed in
the last financial year.
Leanne Newson, Secretary
Scenic South Gippsland Tour
Meet at Tooradin 9.45.am 13.8.2022 for the
Scenic South Gippsland Tour. Details Ron
Townley 0418 999 576
Vale: Shirley Blanchard

activities starting from having met and marrying
John and starting their family before the eventual
creation of their ever expanding businesses.
Along the way she also learned about the
various forms of motor sport and the characters
it involved, many of them had enjoyed the
Blanchard hospitality and Shirley’s catering
expertise.
Shirley has always had an interest in horses
and equestrian events. That interest grew as
Granddaughter, Adelyn progressed successfully
through that sport. Shirley and John were
frequent spectators. They were also regular
attendees throughout son Johns and Grandsons
Tim and Simons motorsport successes. After
the move to Mount Eliza Shirley joined the local
Ladies Probus Club of Mt Eliza Village - served
time as its President, and organized their book
club and Scrabble afternoons. There have been
other groups within the Mornington Peninsula
that Shirley attended. Determining when John
joined the VHRR is impossible but it is definitely
correct to suggest that, until recently Shirley
and John, when ever possible attended every
race meeting and social events held by the
club. Shirley Blanchard was a proud parent and
Grandmother, a competent business woman
who enjoyed social activities, and cooking.
An old cliche states “Behind every successful
man there stands a woman”
The Shirley & John partnership certainly proved
that old cliche
RIP - Shirley. Lloyd Shaw
Vale: Antony (Tony) Osborne
Born 11.2.38 - Died 12.7.22
Tony’s family were graziers in the Adaminaby
area of New South Wales. Tony’s father was a
WW2 bomber pilot and died overseas. Tony’s
only brother died when only 3. Some of Tony’s
education came as a boarder at Melbourne
Grammar. The grazing property was eventually
sold in 1968. Tony then moved to a smaller
property at Tarwin Lower.

Those who knew Shirley would be saddened on
hearing that she had passed away, but close
friends knew of the health issues she concealed
for several years by remaining involved in a
multitude of activities.
There has been a long history of Shirley’s

Tony had started his motor sport activities in
1957 by purchasing the Cisitalia D46. That was
followed in 1959 by the Ex Ray Gibbs Cooper
Bristol T23 powered by a Repco Holden motor.
In the 1960 Armstrong 500 he shared a drive in a
Peugeot 203 whilst awaiting delivery of his Lotus
Elite in 1961. He frequently exercised the Lotus
before purchasing the Ex Brabham, Ex Davison

Type 53 Low line Cooper he was to drive in the
Tasman series and the Australian GP. His next
purchase was the Ex Stillwell Cooper Monaco
that he drove throughout 1965/66.
He’s getting old, nearly 30 and stopped
competitive driving but remained active by
getting the Ray Gibbs built ARGO/CHEV and
allowing Ian Cook and Peter Macrow to be its
drivers. That was followed in 1968 by the Ex
Jim Palmer (NZ) McLaren to be driven by Peter
Macrow and Alfie Costanzo.
During all of this competitive activity Tony had,
by necessity, a South Yarra base. He retained
the Tarwin Lower property until moving to
Flinders in 1996. But it still wasn’t over. From
2000 until 2014 he and son Antony established
and ran The Delage Garage in Cremorne to
support the 1922 model Delage CO2 and the
aero engine Hispano/Suiza.

Craven A. It’s another story but that’s where the
great Jack Myers came unstuck. But back to
Max.
At about the same spot where a Lotus Cortina
driver met an ugly end, Max tripped and got
the humpy upside down. Not in the slightest
dismayed by this unscheduled event, he was
pleased that the sign-writing he’d had painted
on the underside of the car in large letters was
now proving its worth. I think I’m right in claiming
that Max stood by it, signalling for us to pay
attention to it.
Please pass on the sad news of the loss
of Max, 87yo not long ago, 6th July, to the
countless motor racing competitors, officials,
organisations, enthusiasts and others who
remember RCN’s times with Max at the helm,
with great fondness.

Tony had been a member of the LCCA. Despite
his ongoing health issues Tony had maintained
his long VHRR membership. Tony is survived by
wife Rosemary and son Antony.

My thoughts too, to Max’s Christine, son
Michael and daughter Mandy who are handling
arrangements, which, some while ahead, will
include a get together for all who’d like to
honour him.

RIP Tony. Lloyd Shaw

Cheers and best wishes,

Greetings all,

Will H

With the sad news that Collin (correct spelling,
double el) Max Stahl died at 2am this Thursday
morning as a result of the stroke he had on
Monday.

The second annual Grafton Historic
Hillclimb

Along with many others, I remember Max for
many things but particularly his passion for
motor sport and the magazine he ran for many
years, Racing Car News. In those long gone,
different days, when print was how we learned
of important things like who won what race
at Warwick Farm, Sandown, Catalina Park or
elsewhere, RCN was the way to do so. Along
with a string of – can I say it? – poorly paid
photographers and journos, we were kept up
to date with what was happening with noisy
engines and wailing tyres.
Catalina Park brings back a treasured memory
of Max. He’d bought (or got hold of somehow:
I don’t know!) the green humpy Holden with the
wide white stripe down its centre, front to rear, of
Brian Muir. Having honed his skills on his road
going Volvo 122, Max was ready for success.
However. . . HOWEVER. . .
Coming from the hairpin where Bob Jane came
spectacularly unstuck at another time in his
Mustang, Max was kicking the humpy hard to
maximise speed for the run up the steep hill to

Not having hillclimbed since the days of
Hepburn Springs, Lakeland, Templestowe etc.
(any members old enough to remember these?)
I thought it might be fun to try out the Hillclimb at

Grafton in northern New South Wales.
So I took Lolita for the long journey up north
and it was a great adventure. As it happened

The hillclimb is interesting in that it has a couple
of loops and you end up going over some
sections twice, but in reverse directions!
It is also unique. The track has “variable width “.
The faster you go the narrower it becomes!
Actually it’s a bit tricky.
Anyway all good fun. And it’s wise if you back off
and brake the instant you cross the finish line.
Or you’ll miss the hard left hander to the return
road and find yourself in the scrub!
For first timers it’s a good idea to walk the
course and they give you the Friday for
familiarisation, and some quiet runs. Did you
walk the course Bill? Did I see some grass in the
nose of the Elfin?
Lolita was not really suited to the climb as she
is very high geared and I needed 1st the whole
way and even then below the cam on some
corners. Nevertheless lots of fun and my mission
was not to take away the record, seemingly held
in perpetuity by Dick Willis who has driven, and
owned, most of the cars there!
One of the most beautiful cars there was
Dick’s 1954 Ian Mountain Peugeot Special and
I’ve included here a terrific photo of it by Phil
Eckersley. Driven, of course, by Dick Willis.
But there were many other very beautiful and
interesting cars e.g. the 1928 Russell Morris with
its Lancia Lambda front suspension.
All of the volunteer officials were so helpful,
nothing was too much trouble, and the meeting
was run to the great enjoyment of all.
All in all, as I said, what a wonderful adventure!
Thank you to the President, Graham Merry,
and all of the volunteers who make this event
possible. Put it on your to do list.
Nigel Tait
The Magic of Motorsport - The People!

Bill Hemming took his Elfin FJ so the two of us
represented Victoria and the VHRR!
Run by an enthusiastic group of locals of the
Grafton Sporting Car Club, the complex, just a
few kilometres out of Grafton at Mountainview,
consists of the hillclimb and a kart circuit and
basic, but effective facilities. The canteen, just a
short walk (very uphill) also provides pretty good
viewing.

Since the very first of many times that I was
asked what the greatest appeal to motorsport
was to me, the answer has never changed. The
maxed-out adrenaline levels? Racing within
centimetres of other cars with no margin for
error? The speed? Missing school for Friday
practice? Are all the ones that I get on a regular
basis. The short answer is yes, I love all those
things. They all contribute to the sheer amounts
of passion for racing that I possess.
To elaborate however, the real reason I love
the sport so much has nothing to do with what
happens out on the track. It’s all about the

people. The invaluable memories, friendships
and stories gained by associating with people
who share one very important interest… racing!
Over the small period of time that I’ve been
involved in Motorsport, I’ve been lucky enough
to come across a bunch of very special people,
along with their very special cars. There are
two people, however, that have left a lasting
impression on me, and are two people I am
so grateful to know. At one of the very first
meetings I ever attended, way back in 2017,
supporting my uncle, Eric Bellamy, in what was
also one of his first race meetings at the helm
of his Wren FF, I was introduced, by Eric, to
Craig and Roni, as well as Craig’s 1979 Holden
Gemini, affectionately known as “Nigel”. I
vividly remember watching Craig religiously all
weekend long, never missing a lap that he and
the dark blue, #79 rocket turned. I can never
forget that weekend, sitting in the RaceTech seat
aboard Nigel and falling asleep, which perhaps
was the first time I realised that being in the
driver’s seat of a race car was something that I
could certainly get used to!

in awe those years ago. Having previously
sat aside Craig at the helm of Nigel around
Sandown Raceway, still being able to remember
the smile on my face that you could’ve seen
from the Sandown Hotel, it was truly fitting that
on Queen’s Birthday weekend this year, I was
given the opportunity to turn that dream into a
reality at the same track that I’d experienced the
on-track magic for the first time after hanging
off the fence for those years before. Alongside
the already very special opportunity, I’d be able
to take my nearest and dearest out on the track
and give them the chance to experience that

Since meeting Craig and Roni, they’ve been,
and continue to be, huge supporters of mine,
being there for the highest of highs and lowest
of lows that I’ve not only endured personally, but
throughout my racing journey thus far. They’ve
attended essentially every single meeting I’ve
entered and are always there when I jump out of
the car to offer their advice, support, and help.
The gratitude for their support is off the charts,
and skyrocketed even higher when, a few weeks
ago, I was presented with an opportunity that
encapsulates the term ‘dream come true’. If you
hadn’t by now cottoned on to the fact that I’m a
pretty sentimental kind of person, I must ensure
that you are aware of that. When you hear
most motorsport enthusiasts talk about their
racing dreams, you hear a few common ones.
250F Maserati, Lotus 25, Ferrari F2004, Spa,
Silverstone, all the classics. These are generally
accepted ones that no matter what, are dreams
for anyone. You’d be lying if you said blasting
around Bathurst in any car with ‘05’ on the door
was something you hadn’t dreamt about, right?
With that said, we all have those dreams that
have more of a meaningful back story. Mine,
since that day at Winton 5 years ago, has been
to sit in that blue seat on the right-hand side
of the little blue Gemini that helped to fuel my
passion for racing, with my eyes open this time,
cornering so quickly, in the way that I’d watch

very same sensation I’d felt at the same place
when I was just getting familiar with the sport.
At this point, I’d usually explain my day, session
by session, pull apart my laps, and seek
improvements, but that is so far from what
the day was to me. The day was a lifelong
memory, one to cherish, an experience that was

everything I’d dreamt it to be. A day full of even
more opportunities, as I was given the keys to
drive another special car, owned by even more
special people, Shane and Carolyn, and feel
the gratitude grow even more for the simply
amazing people that I’ve been lucky enough
to have met. The laps in Shane’s Subaru were
amazing, but the couple’s generosity, support,
and belief in me over the little while I’ve known
them leaves me at a loss for words, which many
of you will know, is no easy task!

I have the Gazelle Ford 10 special for
sale, a pretty car, drives well on my second
outing this time at Sandown. Back there after 16
years did a 1.51 which I thought wasn`t too bad
for for that combination. Comes with a purpose
built enclosed trailer and a lot of spares $30,000
K11 Call 0413 744 337

It was also a day to observe the hard work
behind the scenes, coming to light on
SpeedCraft Fabrication, a project turned
success story brought to life by Craig, Roni,
Shane, and Carolyn. The reputation that the
business has quickly earned is such a credit to
such a great group of people that I’m so grateful
to know.
Finally, it was a day that a dream came true.
Those days are always ones to remember. Great
memories made with even greater people. I
can’t begin to express my thanks to those four
amazing, generous people, my appreciation
for the friendship, and support for a young fella
with a dare to dream that Craig and Roni have
provided to me since the get-go, as well as the
belief, and incredible support from Shane and
Carolyn in the short time I’ve known them.
So, my point stands, the racing, far out it’s cool,
but it wouldn’t be anywhere near as special
without the people who join you for the ride.
Josh Lowing
I have stumbled across this and thought
the VHRR may have a young under 30 person
whom may be interested. The site is listed as
being in the Netherlands (but I did not see any
information on the location of the car, if it is also
in the Netherlands getting it home to Australia
could be “fun”).
Assuming (and hoping) it is a genuine offer,
there may be a club member (or a member with
knowledge of a suitable applicant). So I thought
I would forward to you.
“Wanted - under 30-year-old enthusiast to take
on a free 1927 Fiat 509 project looking for a
good home.”
https://www.prewarcar.com/wanted-under-30year-old-enthusiast-to-take-on-a-free-1927-fiat509-project-looking-for-a-good-home
Kind regards, Phil Memery

On offer Ralt RT4
Approx 28 meeting old.Second last one built
Push rod model. Too many cars. Some have to
go. Some spares. Motor fresh.
David Crabtree 0419 520 732
For Sale 1969 MGB Overdrive
Without a RWC. An MG enthusiast valued the
car at between $20-25,000. Jenny’s husband
Russell recently passed away and the MG was
his labour-of-love. She would now like to sell
the car but preferably to someone who is an
enthusiast. Jenny ~ 0439 614 009
1951 2.5 Litre Lea Francis roadster
The car is available as a driving chassis, with
the body partly assembled to the chassis. The
engine has recently dismantled for inspection,
found to be in good condition, and reassembled. Engine runs very nicely. Brakes have
been re-conditioned. The chassis & suspension
are in good order. The rear axle has not been
disassembled but appears to be sound. The
body has been partly assembled to the chassis
and prepared for painting to the undercoat
stage. Front guards need to be fitted and lined
up. Some re-wiring has been done. Non original
bucket seats have been fitted. The original dashboard and instruments are fitted. In general,
excepting the seats, the car is complete and
original. Age and mediocre health have beaten
the completion of the car. These cars are very
rare and this is a good opportunity. Much work
has been done, and it is a disappointment to
not be able to complete it. Asking price $25,000
Inspect by appointment - David 0411 751 811

Robbins special for sale.
Ex John Coffin car c/w enclosed trailer,
Complete history, CAMS logbook, also Racing
suit, Helmet, Gloves etc. $25,000.00 - all offers
considered.
janinec23@gmail.com
Also partly restored 1926 14/40 Vauxhall 4 door
$15.000.00 ono
For Sale 1960 Cooper Climax F1 2.5
Lowline T53 Colotti 5spd 58mm Weber’s
Restored by Ray Gibbs and re-commissioned
by Keith Sparkes has f/glass nose cone and
engine cover FIA removable roll bar by Borland
Racing $140k. Barrie Read Park Orchards
0400 054 358 readworks@bigpond.com
1971 Corvette Stingray LS6 (big block
with alloy heads) - Group Sc Very fast and well
developed car. Numerous lap records and
race wins. Plenty of spares available. Price is
negotiable at sensible levels.
Call or email for details.
Paul M: 0418319908 E: paul@profloor.com.au
I have been given the job to sell a Mini for
an unwell friend here in Healesville.
The Mini in question is a 1978 Mini Clubman
fitted with an early Mini round nose, quite a few
Clubman’s ended up with this modification. The
car has had many modifications done to the
suspension( Spax adjustable shocks) and Metro
ventilated front disc brakes and Minifin rear
drums (new), it is fitted with a 998 cc motor
with some mods, although it won’t blow your
hat off, it all looks very racy under the bonnet.
The 13x6 alloy wheels are fitted with as new
Nangkang tyres, a Momo Leather steering wheel
is fitted, the interior has been fully retrimmed in
a nice velour with the Clubman instrumentation
retained. There is a long list of things done to the
car, so I could give more info over the phone. It
is currently on Vic Club plates.
A reduction on the Mini price to $18500 or near
offer.
I also have from the same estate, a 2010 Toyota
Aurion Sportivo ZR6 3.5 L V6 Auto . A very wellkept example of this Sportivo ZR6 V6 showing
144000 KLMs, good service books which are up
to date ,very little use over the last 12 months
due to illness.
The Mini is reduced to $18500 or near offer.
For more details please contact Ron Simmonds
on 0427 031 737

2007 NC MX5 2Ltr. 4Cyl. Electric roof
Convertible in black 155,800Km
Gearbox is sequential floor shifter, Flappy
Paddles or Auto. The best and modern way for
all driving scenarios. Floor sequential or flappy
paddle is in every way superior to manual for
quick effective shifting. Never miss a gear again.
A great car to drive and very much a modern
driver’s car. ABS, Air Bags, Cruise Control,
Electric Windows, Central Locking and
electric convertible steel roof.
Leather seats, shifter knob and door cars. Steel
pedal plates.
In very good condition and regularly serviced
with the Mazda dealer.
Books and invoices have been retained.
Car has always been garaged.
6 months registration current.
Asking $16,500 ONO.John d’Asques
abc43734@netspace.net.au 0448 147 427
Alvis Mercury V8 Special
Originally 1928 Alvis Silver Eagle (or 14.75) 2.2
litres 6 cylinders, Chassis Number 7222 Engine
Number 7817 (engine now in UK, with Allan
Griffin). 9 feet 4 1/2 inch wheelbase, with 4 seat
touring body.Left Alvis factory 15th November
1928, with two similar, all bound for Australia.
Allegedly the first three Silver Eagles off the

production line.
In 1929, twenty first birthday present for Jim
Gosse, of Adelaide’s wealthy and well known
family. Jim Gosse toured eastern Australia, to
the snowfields, to Melbourne, to Canberra, and
to Sydney even before the Sydney Harbour
Bridge was completed (his photo album
survives, in the hands of the Shearer family).
In 1936, chassis inverted, shortened (to 8 feet 6
inches), and Frazer Nash style tubular front axle
on semi elliptic springs added, by two brothers
from Glenelg, surname Sauers (or Sawers).
Hillman gearbox used behind Alvis engine

until engine destroyed and car dismantled
immediately post war.
Owners:
1929 Jim Gosse
1936 Sauers(Sawers) brothers
1945?-1965 Glen Jamieson, Roly Poland, Kevin
Shearer; “boxes of rusty bits”
1968 John Hebron
1969 Bill Potts/Doug Potts: concern re poor
engineering of front axle (replaced with proper
chrome molybdenum by John Medley 2004)
1970 Neville Webb (all above in South Australia)
1977 Allan Griffin, Sydney
1982 Robert Alcock: inserted Ford V8 engine,
after Allan Griffin took the Alvis engine to UK
1996 John Medley. Rebuild completed 1999,
first race 2000 (ran again for the first time in 50+
years)
Raced by John Medley and others 2000 - 2012
at Eastern Creek, Catalina Park,Oran Park,
Winton, Phillip Island, Cootamundra Sprint.
$30,000. John Medley 0401 739 594
For Sale 1965 Elfin Catalina

Chassis 626 1100cc Downdraught Howard
Head 40DCM2 Webers
Group M John Medley 0401 739 594
Wanted - Hollinger VW gearbox
Looking for a 60/70’s VW Hollinger gearbox.
There were a small number of Hollinger built
VW transaxles in the 60’s that went into mostly
Australian built specials, and I’m looking for one
of these in any condition. Please contact Soren
Luckins 0412 778 140 or soren@buronorth.com
For Sale
Lucky Strike
Chassis 1: Runs a BDG but the car originally
had a BMW.
Most of them did but they were expensive to run
so a lot went to Cosworth BDG.
Larner has maintained the engine! Last raced
2018 Rolex Laguna Seca, 2016 Circuit of the
Americas!
Lucky Strike Car US $220k

For Sale
Antar
Chassis 17
Purchased it in the US August 2018, raced
it in the Rolex Laguna Seca and recently at
Wakefield Park. Has BMW engine, lightly raced
only twice.
Antar BMW US $260k
Both the above have current FIA HTP Papers ‘til
2030
Finally a fresh spare
BMW M12 engine, very rare.
US $100k
Joe Calleja
03 9768 4700
jcalleja@apexsteel.com.au

